
FAQ - YMCA Swim Lessons Winter 2021

1. My child has never taken swimming lessons before, what level should I put them in?

a. If they are between 3-5 years old, they should go into Bobber/Floater

b. If they are 6+ years they should go in Otter/Seal, unless they are really nervous about

swimming in which case they should be in Pre-Otter

2. Can I get a swim assessment done on my child?

a. If they have never taken lessons before, they should start in Bobber/Floater or

Otter/Seal, depending on their age.

b. If they have taken lessons before, you can email aquatics@ymcafredericton.org to set up

an assessment. Assessments will be completed by the Deck Supervisor and shouldn’t take

any more than 10 - 15 minutes.

3. Can I register my child for a higher level?

a. No. You MUST register your child for the level our system says they should be in UNLESS

they have a swim assessment done and the Deck Supervisor places them in a higher level.

4. I don’t think my child is ready for a higher level. Can I hold them back?

a. Absolutely. At any point you can hold your child back in a lower level.

5. Do parents need to be in the water?

a. Due to COVID-19, parents will be required to be in the water with children who are in

Otter/Seal level and below.  This includes: Splasher/Bubbler, Bobber/Floater,

Glider/Diver, Surfer/Dipper or Otter/Seal.

6. What does it mean when there are two levels in a class? (ex. Dolphin/Swimmer)

a. This means that participants in either level can join the class. The instructor will evaluate

each of the children based on their skills and instruct them within the level they can

demonstrate. If your child has completed one of the two levels already, let your instructor

know on the first day of lessons.

7. Can I request an instructor?

a. Unfortunately we are not able to guarantee specific instructors at specific times.

8. On the YMCA website, it indicates my child’s level was ‘incomplete’, however I know they

completed their last level.

a. Please check SwimGen. In a split course (Dolphin/Swimmer) the children will be marked

‘incomplete’ in the system to show that they did not complete BOTH levels. Swimgen

gives the best results.

9. My child completed Surfer/Dipper but now they are 6. What level should they be in?

a. If they have completed Surfer/Dipper and are 6, they are ready for Dolphin.
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10. I want my child in a private lesson that’s currently scheduled in the leisure pool, however I’d like 
them in the lap pool.

a. Front Desk Staff are instructed to take the name and course # down and email it to 
aquatics@ymcafredericton.org. The Manager can then change it in the system.

11. Do parents have to get in the pool for private lessons?

a. If the level is below Otter/Seal, a parent will be required in the water for Winter 2021.

12. Is the Masters Swim Program running for Winter 2021?

a. Currently we do not plan on running Masters for the Winter 2021program. This is 

something that will be continuously evaluated.
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